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Preparation for Propagation and Absorption Experiments in MTX" 

J.A. Byers, R.H. Cohen, M.E. Fcnstermacher, E.B. Hooper, rifpr in 
5. Meassick, T.D. Rognlien, G.H. Smith, and li.W Stailard 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Livermore. CA 91550 n p f i q n i 7 

A B S T R A C T 

Preparatory calculations of microwave transmission through the MTX access duct, propaga
tion of the waves through the plasma and the resulting power deposition profile on a calorimeter 
located on the tokamak inside wall have been performed. The microwave transmission calcula
tions include the relative phase slippage of waveguide modes in the duct to determine the spatial 
s t ructure of the wavefront at the duct exit. Ray-tracing calculations show substantial spreading 
of the beam in the poloidal direction at densities above 1.5 x 10 2 C ' m "\ well within the range 
of the experiments. Initial experiments with low or high toroidal field (rvclotron resonance 
outside the plasma) will investigate both diffraction and refraction effects, without absorption. 
Estimates of the fractional absorption of the beam in the initial experiments with the cyclotron 
resonance at thr plasma axis have also been made. 

INTRODUCTION 

The initial ECU absorption experiments in MTX will be done during the summer of 1989. 
The nominal major and minor radii in these experiments will be Iin - 64 cm and a = 16.5 
cm. respectively, and the field on axis will be B0 ~ 5 T- A single pulse of 140 GHz microwave 
radiation from the ETA-I I /ELF free electron laser (FEL) will be used per tokamak shot. The 
primary diagnostic Tor determining the fractional absorption of the FEL power by the plasma 
is a microwave calorimeter mounted on the inner wall of the vacuum vessel opposite the FEL 
access port. To calculate the fractional absorption, comparisons of the power absorbed by 
the calorimeter for shots without plasma, shots with plasma but with the cyclotron resonanct 
outside the tokamak. and shots with the resonance in the plasma will be made. To interpret these 
experiments and to predict results for various plasma conditions, several theoretical tools have 
been developed which analyze the propagation and absorption of the beam through the MTX 
access port and the plasma. The tools and results described below include wave propagation 
with a Huygens integral code 1 to determine the effects of diffraction, non-linear absorption 
calculations a t the resonance plane with an orbit code, and ray-tracing with the TORCH code 3 

to determine the plasma refraction effects on the heam. 

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION THROUGH T H E MTX DUCT 

The access duct to the MTX plasma through the toroidal field coils is a tall, narrow 
rectangular opening 4 cm wide by 25 cm high by 23 cm deep. To calculate the transmission 
of the microwave beam through this duct, the field impinging onto the entrance of the duct is 
represented as a set of duct waveguide modes, which then are t ransported to the end of the c'uet 
with the phase shifts appropria te for each mode. The transverse variations of both the incident 
amplitude Ex(x.y) and phase <b{x.y) are obtained from the Huygens integral code M~ni . ' This 
code calculates the t ransport of the microwave beam from the FEL output through a system of 
several mirrors up to the duct . Two dimensional Fourier decompositions of an in-phase piece, 
ER = E~{x.y) cos o{x.y), and an out-of-phase piece. Ej - Ex(x,y)sin<p(x,y), are required. 
The Fourier coefficients for even modes are given by 

f-adlLbdy £ * ( x - y ) c u s - ^ - c o s n'b 
A R n m = — - • -
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and similarly for .1/mn in terms of E\. Each index mn is associated with a waveguide mode with 
a transverse wavenumber given by k[ - ( y j ) * - ( ^ ) " J i n c ^ a corresponding axial wavenurnbcr 
given bv kz - k~ - k~ . 

The net phase at the end of the duct is the sum of the initial phase and the phase shift 
through the duct - ^ m n . For each mode, the real and imaginary mode coefficients at the end of the 
duct can be expressed in terms nf the real and iinacinarv mode coefficients at the beginning of 
ine duct and the differential phase shift for each mode. The total rral and m.aginary fields at anv 
p.jint *, v at : - L are given bv summing the Fourier series for En and E/ Then the total field 
amplitude and phase at z - L are E{x.y) - ^'Ffcix.y) - Ef{x.y) and O(x.y) tan ' j r ^ ' ^ ' 
I sing the MTH code this lield is propagated another IS cm to the plasma absorption region. 

For the beam and duel parameters -f the initial VE\. experiments, the magnitude of the 
electric field exiting the duct on the horizontal midplane at the duct wall is -12^ of the central 
Meld of the beam. This produces a mixture of launched modes which interfere as thev propagate 
through the plasma. The lu-ru-'i.tal field pat tern at the plasma center is shown in Kig. 1 ['he 
electric field at the duel wall in the* vertical inidplane is only a few percent of the central field. 
I he vertical field pat tern in ihr plasma is nearly Gaussian. 

The s tructure in the horizontal Held pat tern iimv complicate the interpretation .f the initial 
experiments. Corrugated inserts along the duct walls mav be used in later experiments to reduce 
the wall fields and smooth the field pat tern to a nearly Gaussian shape Tapering of the duct 
mav aiso be used to f-pread thr beam out toroidallv in the plasma and thereby increase the 
', -nhnear absorption 

CALCULATION OF NONLINEAR ABSORPTION 

The nonlinear absorption of the FEL is calculated using a computer code OH PAT which 
- lives reduced reiativi'itic equations • if motion - 1 for a Maxwellian ensemble of electrons streaming 
through the rf beam along the static magnetic Held. B . The electric field as seen bv an electron 
i- expanded into a Hessel function series where one term is resonant for each cyclotron harnionic 
n umber * defined bv the resonance condition _.* - t—;- -• - k r - 0. Here -. - 11 - p~ rrrc2)1 ' is 
the relativistic mass factor. Onlv one such harmonic is included for a tvpical calculation M = 1 
for M T X | . The effect of the rf on the enercv. magnetic moment, and gvrophase is calculated 
f.r each particle passing through the beam The power absorbed is determined bv taking the 
net change m the energy content nf the ensemble. The reduced equations allow an economical 
evaluation of the absorption and the results have been checked with a code which solves the full 
relativistic equations of motion 

The nonlinear absorption is sensitive to the variation of the wavenumber K acros> the rf 
beam. This variation arises from the divergence of the beam and from the curvature < f the 
toroidal field line, and causes the resonant energy to increase as the electrons s t ream across the 
beam. Thus, electrons trapped about the resonance arc lifted to higher energy, for MTX. tins 
process is the major contributor to the power absorption' ' 

We use the variation of k and E calculated just in front (if the absorption region bv the 
MTH code 'The ORPAT code then calculates the absorption on a series of llu.x surfaces (usually 
"i n> the microwave beam propagates through the resonance laver The parallel electric Held. 
E 's a t tenuated according to the equation dP.dH - \Vrf[s,I(). where Pis.H] t ,c\E2 2 
i- the 1 .ra: f' vnting mix in MKS units . ,V is the refractive index, and l \ ' r ; is the power absorbed 
per unit volume. Also, s and H are the directions along the magnetic field and the major radius. 
respecuveh The value o f t is assumed unaltered bv the nonlinear interaction. 

The calculated absorption for MU GHz in MTX is shown in Kig. 2 at several densities. 
Without enhancing the spread m k bv tapering the transnussion duct , the absorption of a 2 
G\V pulse is predicted to be about -Y\c/i at nr ~ 1.8 x 10 J " m J and Tt - 1 keY. The absorption 
i- rieariv proportional to Tr The scaling of the total absorbed power with incident power is 
/ V . - «• 62 - " 2 - i l r i / V f.r •• 5 G W < / '„„ «. -I GW. 



RAY-TRACING C A U T L A T I O N S 

Ray-tracing for electron cyclotron wave propagation in MTX is dene with ihe TORCH 
r o d e 3 using the cold plasma approximation. For the purposes of determining the launch angles 
and locations of the rays, the microwave beam launched from the MTX port is modeled as an 
elliptical Gaussian beam. 

The microwave transmission calculations show that in the horizontal direction the I warn 
waist dimension, iv,,. is about I cm. This means that the propagation lengths are of order ] 'J 
Kavleigh lengths. Za - TII'* \ =; In cm for A - 2.1 mm. so that diffraction will be important . 
In addition, a mixture of modes are launched from the duct which interfere in ihe plasma. These 
effects are modeled crudely m the rav-tracmg '-alculaiion bv launching rav* perpendicular to a 
wave from sliaped such thai in the absence of plasma i refraction effects), the rav propagation to 
the e n t e r would vit'ld a Gaussian approximation to the wavefnmt calculated bv the Huvgrns 
integral code. The horizontal radius of cnrvaiute of this launched wavefrunt al ihe duct exit is 
.'S3." cm. 

The Kavleigh length for the vortical direction. Za =: 1 in. i- much larger than the minor 
radius so that the plasma is in the nrar field of the duct for this direction With />, •> hi and 
-mall fields i-n the duel walls, diffraction effects are negligible in this di.cction. The launched 
vertical wavefront at the duct exit, as calculated bv the MTU code, is concave towards the 
plasma with a radius nf curvature of 275 cm. 

r h e rav launch locations are calculated such that each rav represents ilie same fraction 
•fine total beam power This assures that calculationai time is not wasted <>n ravs which do 

:iot represent significant beam power. The beam is subdivided into elliptical zones with minor 
and major semi-axes c, and l>. respectively. iCach annular /one ; is further -undiv ided into 
•i/imuthal sectors A rav is launched from the center • Teach of these wedge-shaped areas of the 
•"•am The zone radii a, and V and the azirnuthal angles "f the sector edges are determined 
'•<•• -.iivine multiple integral equations such that the integral of the beam power in each wedge 
-fiaped region is the same 

The target plasma fur the initial experiments ha> a central electron density and temperature . 
- . I I I | 1 ; x li|*"' ru "* and 7",i0) = I i' keY respectively The density profile is of the form 
• . . i~ ' - ':. i«• J I \r a)'"- with c\n l.L1. A p---!• >idal projection of the rav trajectories in 
this taru-t plasma is shown in r ig . 3 Rav tracing calculations without absorption have been 
d<-ne for pia-ma densities in the range I .u < '.,iUI < 2.-1 > l i ' J ' m 3 and profiles in the range 

1 o *'-. a n < 'J.n. The cut-off density for these cvpenmrn t s at 14U GHz is n r 2.45 * 1""' tn * 
For r;,iUl less than the target density the fraction of the beam which misses the calorimeter is 
les- than K'^t As the densitv is increased toward nr. poloidal refraction of the beam center 
increases rapidlv and a vertical cut of the power profile on the calorimeter begins to show a 
depression near the calorimeter center and maxima near the top and boiiurn. 

The power profile on the calorimeter is onlv weaklv sensitive \-> change- m the plasma 
density profile for central densities less than the large! density. Calculations using ihe target 
ciensif on axis and profiles m the range u.5 •'. u n < 2 U show a slight increase in the bunching 
-if the power at the extremes of the calorimeter for more peaked profiles The power fraction 
missing the calorimeter did not exceed 2i'% in anv of these rases 

Sl 'MMAKY 

Ti-ol- T T calculating wave propagation, refraction and diffraction effects, and nonlinear ab
sorption in the MTX experiments have been developed. Calculations of microwave transmission 
Through the duct show that with the smooth walled duct the wave pattern in the plasma will have 
a complicated spatial s tructure Nonlinear absorption calculations indicate that approximately 
V'% of a 2 G\Y beam pulse with this spatial s tructure will be absorbed with the resonance on 
axis Calculations arc in progress using corrugated duct walls to produce a smooth Gaussian 

t wave pat tern in the plasma and tapering in the duct whirh should increase the absorption bv 
.ncreasmg the spread in k of the beam in the plasma. 



Refraction of the beam bv the plasma, as calculated by TORCH, produces a reduction 
in the power densttv on the imide of the torus compared with the outride. Bv moving the 
location of the resonance [bv varving Bl ftoni outside to inside, an asviimictrv in the nonlinear 
absorption, which would be absent for linear absorption, mav be measurable Lxperimcnts at 
fixed resonance location with various FEL powers will also he used to determine the nonlinear 
characteristics of the absorption. 
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